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Market presence: The Airbus deal shows India is graduaUy moving up the chain in aerospace manufacturing.
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The objective of the new
agreement is to expand ,Airbus'

beamsfrom

aerospace components.
"We are now part of every single-aisle aircraft that Airbus'
makes," said Toby Malhoutra, ,
managing director and chief ex:-

Bangalore-based
manufacturing base into,vaDOUS ecutive ofDyanamatic.
DynamaticTechnologies baskets as its global: J,riarket MaIhputra said his firm'
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exgrows, he said, adding that the peets' revenue of about 't550.
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deal shows India is gradually, crore this fiscal, of which 'tl30'
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moving up the value. chain, in crore would come from aero.
space manufacturing, about half
aerospace manufacturiI1g.
BANGAlORE
The flap track beam, earlier of this from the Airbus deal.
uropean aircraft maker made by the UK's BAE Systems
Dynamatic will bid for making
Airbus SAS is stepping up. Pic, is the second key part of the other parts for the A320 as also
sourcing of components
A320 to be outsourced to India.
for long-range aircraft such as
from India, having recently beAs part of India's offset policy, A330 and A350, Malhoutra said.
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Aeronautics
Ltd
Airbus also works with Mahinnent for its largest selling civilian' (HAL) produces 34 doors a dra Satyam on engineering servaircraft Airbus A320 from Banga- month for the Airbus A320 air- ices for Airbus aircraft. The Indi-,
.lore-based Dynamatic Tecbnolcraft. Every second A320 aircraft an information'technology firm
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S. Dwar~ versifyfug 'mto automoD . and many of these being A320s.
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